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What/Why Textual Disclosures
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• Value beyond financial statements (Davis et al. 2012; Li 2010)

• Unregulated (Cazier et al. 2019)

• Complex disclosures to hide poor performance (Li 2008)

• Tone management (Huang et al. 2014)

• Market values disclosure quality (Bonsall et al. 2017)

• Capital Market implications – COD (Bonsall et al. 2019)



Market Participants -Institutional (sophisticated) v/s Retail (Unsophisticated)

Evidence of Unsophistication
• Retail – Lower ability to process information (Tan et al. 2014)
• Retail – Influenced by readability more (Lawrence 2013)

Evidence of Sophistication
• Retail – More in number and can differ within them 
• Retail – Unique relationships, information by proximity and insights to customer tastes 

(Kelly and Tetlock 2013; Kelly and Tetlock 2016)
• Retail – No principal-agent problem

RQ: Are retail investors really influenced by tone ?
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Prior Studies on Retail Investor Behavior

 Single broker based study (Lawrence 2013)

 Trade size as proxy (Demers et al. 2018)

 Proxy is biased (Kelly and Shue 2013)

 Investors split order size (Loughran 2018)
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Our Investor Identification

• Transaction Level data from BSE (2005-2017)- 10th Largest stock exchange

• Classification is available in the data for investor type

• Masked trader-id

• Duration of the dataset, from 2005 to 2017, enables us to analyze the trading behavior 
of the same trader across stocks over a long period.
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Types of Investors Identifiable

• Association of persons - Retail
• Hindu undivided family - Retail
• Individual - Retail
• Non resident Indian - Retail
• sole proprietor - Retail
• Banks - Institutional
• Foreign institutional investors- Institutional
• Indian financial investor - Institutional
• Insurance Company - Institutional
• mutual fund - Institutional
• National pension scheme - Institutional
• Merchant banker - others
• Company - others
• non reg trust - others
• others - others
• Overseas corporate body - others
• partnership firm - others
• personal financial specialist - others
• Portfolio management scheme - others
• Qualified foreign investors - others
• Foreign Venture Capital Fund - others
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Summary Statistics
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Conference Call Disclosure

• Important avenues through which the management communicates significant information to investors 
(Brown, Call, Clement, and Sharp 2017; Li, Minnis, Nagar, and Rajan 2014; Frankel, Mayew, and Sun 
2010)

• “Number of companies hosting earnings calls rises by 40% in five years to FY18” –Economic Times(2018)

• Voluntary in nature

• SEBI mandates the disclosure of conference call transcripts to the public. (2015 Regulation)
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Tone of Conference Call

We parse conference call transcripts by writing Python programs and calculate LENGTH (total number of 
words) and count the frequency of optimistic and pessimistic words. 

We employ a financial dictionary of optimistic and pessimistic words from Loughran and McDonald (2011).

We define TONE as the difference between the count of optimistic words and pessimistic words and scale it 
by the total number of words in the transcript. 
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Word Cloud
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Libby Perspective

Disclosure Management Investor Susceptibility

Tone of Disclosure Retail Investor Reaction

Conceptualization

Operationalization
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Research Questions

1. How do different classes of investors react to textual information? 
2. Is there a wealth transfer from retail investors to institutional investors? 
3. Do retail investors take into account the credibility of management when interpreting textual 
information? 
4. Do retail investors learn from their mistakes and become careful in buying the stocks of 
firms with overly optimistic managers when they were misled by the same manager in the  past? 
5. Which section of the earnings conference call is more useful to retail investors? 
6. Are textual disclosures more informative for firms with good corporate governance? 
7. Are misleading textual disclosures intentional or unintentional i.e. is there a systematic  association 
between textual disclosures and subsequent insider trading? 
8. Are there systematic differences between formal communication (Management Discussion  and Analysis) 
and information communication (Earnings conference calls)? Are retail investors able to understand these 
differences?  
9. Are the results driven by the attention of retail investors? 
10. What are the characteristics (e.g. size) of firms where the retail investors are less prone to the framing 
effect? 
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Conference Call Data

Hand-collect the transcripts of earnings conference calls from ProwessIQ, Capital IQ, and Researchbyte
website.

Filtered by S&P BSE 200 Index from 2005 to 2017.

Accounting data from Prowessdx.
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Comparative Statistics
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Comparative Statistics
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Constructs Tested

Cumulative Abnormal Returns

Tone v/s Abnormal Tone

Net Buy

Trading Gain
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Measure Details

Net Buy
• (number of shares bought – number of shares sold)/(number of shares bought + number of shares sold) 
• (number of shares bought – number of shares sold)/(total shares outstanding) 
• (number of buy orders – number of sell orders)/(number of buy orders + number of sell orders) 
• (dollar amount of shares bought - dollar amount of shares sold)/(dollar amount of shares bought + dollar 

amount of shares sold)

Trading Gain
• Net Buy* Change in Price in subsequent holding period
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Market Reaction to Tone
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Market Reaction to Normal v/s Abnormal Tone
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Analysis by Filing Day (MD&A)
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Contribution

• Evidence on the secondary market consequences of these disclosures and improve our understanding of 
reaction to textual disclosures by different classes of investors. Furthermore, we resolve the trader's 
classification issue in the prior literature (Baginski, Demers, Kausar, and Yu 2018) by employing rich 
transaction-level data from the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).

• Evidence if retail investors consider the credibility of managers when trading and learn from their past 
trading activities. The novel and rich transaction-level data also allows us to examine the trading 
behavior of the same trader across stocks over the long horizon and how they interpret textual 
disclosures which are a noisy signal about firm fundamentals. 
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THANK YOU
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